The equation of education and self-cultivation was an Enlightenment ideal which has become a hallmark of bourgeois culture. Prizing Bildung, the bourgeoisie professed an appreciation for art, music, and literature. Within their libraries, comprehensive scholarly texts intended for academic and well-educated, lay audiences occupied a special place. Marrying illustration with academic investigation, the Sittengeschichte (history of morals) could also be found on the bourgeois library shelf and afforded its readers a glimpse into a world outside the strict parameters of bourgeois propriety. During the Weimar Republic, the demand for illustrated Sittengeschichten increased dramatically among the bourgeoisie, meeting their ideal of Bildung and intersecting with the more general eroticization of visual imagery at the time. Images were transformed into legitimate source material through the manner in which they were accessed and controlled by readers; potentially obscene material was domesticated in books by associations of class and culture. However, while they served an instructional need, the books also met an erotic market demand. In considering them, the social needs, sexual anxieties, and bodily desires of reading audiences commingle on these pages, revealing useful insights into the bourgeois institutions of culture and moral order in 1920s Germany.
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STCL, Volume 22, No. 1 (Winter, 1998) ties of man. The eyes of the reader became engaged in a scopophilic, scholarly hunger that drove him (or, less possibly, her) toward further investigation.' In addition, the Encylopedie proposed a new kind of physical interaction with the text: readers were engaged by both cross-references to other articles of interest and by discrete volumes of plates. Participation was increasingly activated by the required handling of various volumes and turning of pages (as opposed to a more passive and sequential mode of reading). In his Discourse, D'Alembert foregrounded the mental activity of reading the Encyclopedie in physiological terms which evoke a sense of bodily desire:
The reader opens a volume of the plates; he sees a machine that whets his curiosity; it is, for example, a powder mill or a paper mill, a sugar mill or a silk mill, etc. Opposite it he will read: figure 50, 51, 52, etc., powder mill, sugar mill, paper mill, silk mill, etc.
Following that he will find a succinct explanation of these machines with references to the articles, "Powder," "Paper," "Silk," etc. (126; emphasis added) He expected the reader to become involved physically with his education and to be assisted, or enticed, by visual imagery as a means to knowledge. The reader of the Encyclopedie had to manipulate the material, energetically seek out information for consumptionnot calmly ingest what was presented on a single page of text. This practice, moreover, was cyclical: the reader was persuaded to locate the images for the discussion he had just read, and with each new bit of knowledge, the desire to read and see more increased.
In its polyhistoric yet deeply systematic approach, the encyclopedists' project engaged a broad scope: instructive images were included not only for the section devoted to the mechanical arts, but also for those accompanying science and the liberal arts. It was democratic with regard to readers as well-Diderot intended both the well-educated person and the artisan to learn from the Encyclopedie, in D'Alembert's words, "in order to advance toward perfection" (126) . Inherent, therefore, in this practice of the collection, visualization, and systematization of information was the possibility of mastery: through Bildung (education) and Aufkltirung (clarification), one had the means to better oneself and to move toward a more civilized state of being.
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The equation of knowledge and self -betterment -Bildung referring not only to education but to self-cultivation--was an ideal of the Enlightenment period which has become a hallmark of bourgeois culture.' During the nineteenth century, this concept was part of the Verburgerlichung (or embourgeoisement) of individuals as they strove to move into higher social circles. Education became the factor which both connected together like-minded individuals and simultaneously separated and distinguished them from others. Along with the prizing of Bildung, bourgeois culture also professed an aesthetic appreciation for art, music, and literature.
Within the bourgeois library, comprehensive, scholarly, and scientific texts intended for both an academic and a well-educated lay audience occupied a special place. Publications such as Jean Martin Charcot's 1889 Les demoniaques dans I 'art (The Mad in Art) and Hermann Heinrich Plo13's 1885 Das Weib in der Naturund Volkerkunde (The Woman in Natural History and Ethnology) were expansive, illustrated studies which appealed to the bourgeois interest in the accumulation and organization of knowledge, and in the experience of visual information. Marrying illustration with an investigative blend of anthropology, ethnography, and sociology, the Sittengeschichte, or history of morals, is another hybrid genre which found a place on the bourgeois library shelf. This type of study, the first written in 1782 and steadily published afterward, focused on various topics but most commonly popular places and pastimes. They met bourgeois expectations with encyclopedic depth (often witnessed in chronological and geographic scope) and scholarly approach. The books also provided a venue for the study of the oft-seen and exotic. In fact, while the earliest Sittengeschichten focused on more native topics like German city life or folk festivals, as the end of the nineteenth century approached and illustrations were more commonly included, topics turned to more private, limited, or inaccessible areas of life and experience such as the cloister, the witch, or the lost Incan civilization.
In 1920s Germany, the demand for illustrated Sittengeschichten increased dramatically. And while authors still endeavored to examine social customs and moral attitudes in an expanding array of topics, the books commonly had as their true subject the "immoral" or erotic side of human behavior. Appealing to bourgeois readership, the justification was located in investigative reasoning, as Leo Schidrowitz, editor of the popular mid-1920s series, Sittengeschichte der Kulturwelt and ihrer Entwicklung in Einzeldarstellungen (So- But while scholarly method purported cold and unflinching texts, the books were often decorated (or illustrated) with fine artworks of a sexual nature by well-known artists. Statements like that of the author Curt Moreck, who described the importance of illustration as "one of the most important and most fertile sources that the experience of the history of civilization can create from the time" (2: 412), belie another aspect of D'Alembert's visual educational experience, in which the Sittengeschichten became more popular versions of the art collections owned by wealthy contemporary collectors. Far different from the explicative manner intended in the schematic, "objective" drawings of the Encyclopedie, these books used art images to stimulate imagination, to evoke a sense of culture, aesthetics, and luxury, and to engage in another narrative not represented by the text. Compact and self-contained, the Sittengeschichten pushed the interaction of physical and educational engagement of the bourgeois reader in new and unusual directions.
While the 1920s Sittengeschichten met the modern bourgeois ideal of Bildung, they also intersected with the more general eroticization of visual imagery at the time. Wrapped within the cloak of scholastic investigation, however, the erotic content of the books and their illustrations were taken seriously by reading audiences. Images were transformed into legitimate source material for scholars, collectors, and libraries through the manner in which they were "framed" or contextualized, and, therefore, accessed and controlled by readers. In fact, within this context, works such as George Grosz's Waltzertraum ( fig. 1 ), which in its fine-art form was censored by law officials, could appear as an illustration with no threat of obscenity.' Potentially "unzuchtig" (obscene) material was domesticated in book reproduction by associations of class, culture, Aufklarung, and 4 Studies in 20th & 21st Century Literature, Vol. 22, Iss. 1 [1998] Sittengeschichten were nonpictorial studies that combined anthropological and sociological approaches to provide information about the customs and habits of various peoples or events; educational worth and experience were measured according to the level of detail provided in textual description. With the addition of visual images, however, twentieth-century publications provided new opportunities to learn through an expanded and facilitated level of experience. Predominantly artistic images of female subjects, the illustrations presented to the bourgeois reader a subtext that legitimated unhindered experience, contemplation, culture, and eroticism in a scholarly setting. These associations, bound up in the practice of observing visual information, had their roots in the positivistic approach and utilization of imagery adopted from important illustrated scholarly and scientific predecessors.
One of the most interesting early models from which many tenets of the modern Sittengeschichte developed is Hermann Heinrich PloB's book, Das Weib (Woman).6 Gathering information from biological, religious, ethnic, and historical sources, PloB set out to publish a comprehensive work which described the "characteristic life and essentiality of the woman" (1: iii given subjects through their identification by figure number and caption, and by call-outs in the body of the text. Meeting the nineteenth-century positivistic standard, the illustrations were realistically rendered: most are line drawings or engravings after photographs. Likewise, they exemplify deep observation as a method to empirical truth; in many cases, such as the section discussing the physiological effects of Chinese foot binding, illustrations followed the Encyclopedie's process of systematically peeling away the surface to uncover inner truths. That the female sex is treated as a specimen for examination in the text can be seen in the illustration of subjects like "Obesity and Steatopygia" and "Embellishments of the Face," in which several racial types have been gathered together in one image to facilitate visual comparison. The collection and taxonomical organization of these unsightly, unfamiliar, and yet alluring figures in the same image suggests that the "wild" or "untamed" female species has been stilled and domesticated within the realm of objectivity and Science.
Despite such a "scientific" handling of many subjects, the inclusion of other images in the book alludes to a more contemplative role for the bourgeois male reader. In the section on puberty, for example, Bartels reproduced an image of a four-and-three-quarters-year-old girl who had begun to develop breasts: her hair is loose, her face and neck are decorated with earrings and a necklace, her gaze is fixed at a point away from the viewer, and the unclothed state 6 Studies in 20th & 21st Century Literature, Vol. 22, Iss. 1 [1998], Art. 6 https://newprairiepress.org/sttcl/vol22/iss1/6 DOI: 10.4148/2334-4415.1435 of her breasts is accentuated by the loosely ruffled fabric draped around her upper arms and torso.8 These attributes were standard artistic conventions at the time-their place in the context of traditional medical and scientific representation, however, reveals much about the dual application of illustration in this book. Activated by these external markers of female sexuality, the reader/viewer was offered an expanded avenue for study: knowledge of the subject was tied to an intensified observation augmented by eroticism. While these circumstances may have satisfied convention, they also encouraged imagination, especially in cases where images from the fine art realm stood in for more scientific examples. As witnessed by the many reproductions of fifteenth-century paintings and prints, Bartels implied that artistic images held "scientific" information. The editor appealed to the bourgeois interest in aesthetics to allow the images to act on the text, taking the subject out of the real world and stirring contemplation and imagination in the reader. This mental process involving science, art, the female body, and observation was well practiced in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, and is perhaps best exemplified in the popular reception of Louis-Ernest Barrias's series of sculptures during the 1890s generally known under the title Nature Unveiling Herself to Science.9
The allegorical image of Nature peeling back her mysterious veil to the watchful eye of Science found great appreciation in nineteenthcentury French schools of medicine.10 For young students learning the tenets of empirical observation, Barrias's sculpture functioned as an object lesson, exemplifying the rules of scientific method and visual alertness; it also embodied the confluence of Woman as mysterious, exotic, and sexual in a scientific setting. In Bartels's second edition of Das Weib, these concepts are likewise at play: scholarly investigation is pulled from real time or actual event and the female subject of the illustration-and thus the entire book-is brought to a more imaginative and subjective realm. Like the young medical student looking at Barrias's sculpture, the reader of Das Weib was presented with images of women for contemplation, the mysteries of which would be revealed through thoughtful visual observation.
As Venus und Askulap (Venus and Aesculapius). The latter makes the pairing of scientific study (here, under the guise of the god of medicine) with female subject matter (again, the goddess of love) apparent. Besides the essentialization of male and female roles (men with the scholarly labor of Science, and women with the leisurely pleasure of love-and further, the object of male sexual desire), what is noteworthy in this designation is the adoption of GrecoRoman classical ideals to elevate the work and locate it within the realm of literature and scholarly pursuits. Hollander relied on previous models of illustrated scientific inquiry (primarily anthropology) in designing the scope of his work: like P1oB's book, Venus und Askulap is historically and ethnographically diverse. Beginning with anthropogenesis and the importance of culture for humans as a distinction from animals, the author turned his attention to the cultivation of the body (genital operations, for example, in Africa) and the concept of beauty in various ancient cultures (such as Egypt, Phoenicia, Persia, and Japan).'5
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Also intrinsic to his study was the now systematic equation between art and fact, and the use of empiricism as the way to get to the truth. Following the tradition of Jean-Martin Charcot's iconographic studies, for example, Hollander delineated a number of sexual types and confirmed their truthfulness with art imagery. In numerous reproductions, such as Peter Paul Rubens's painting The Three Graces, he directed the attention of the reader/viewer to observe specific images and identify certain forms (here, the "second sexually accented type"). The illustration's caption helps not only to "diagnose" the subject of the image but to acknowledge its arthistorical significance. Another aspect of Hollander's use of the illustration as art can be found in the group of color reproductions printed on heavy paper and bound within the text-a format reminiscent of such art journals as Pan in the 1890s or Das Kunstblatt (The Art Paper) in the 1920s, which included within their pages select original prints on heavy paper stock. That the color illustrations were confined almost exclusively to fine art images and not photographs has as much to do with a heightened aesthetic interest and appeal of the book as with the possibly inappropriate overrealistic quality of color photographic images of women in scholarly texts. Perhaps most important for the connection with the 1920s Sittengeschichten is Hollander's inclusion of modern artworks. He framed these objects with captions similar to those for older works, and even added collection information, where applicable. Their presence brings not only the study, but also the method of investigation, into the present day and pronounces it to be thoroughly modem.
Eugen Hollander was not the only author during the 1910s and 1920s to use fine art images in comprehensive historical surveys. In this category, certainly the work of Eduard Fuchs should be acknowledged.'6 Just at the turn of the century, Fuchs began publishing a number of illustrated histories of caricature, social customs, erotic art, Jews, and women." Fuchs's goal was much different from Hollander's: selecting many images from his own collection, Fuchs believed his publications illustrated the dialectic between creative and economic conditions in history. He gave the general reader an opportunity to witness the oft-seen or seldom-experienced by publishing artworks that were unavailable except to the financially privileged. For the author, though, this intention was predicated on the socialist values of education (and satire) as subversive. Instead of seeing art as preserving utopian values, Fuchs believed the popular art illustrated in his books to be a conscious response to culture as the product of exclusive and privileged knowledge made possible with money and power."
Despite his intent, however, Fuchs's books conformed to the educated bourgeois audience's expectation as luxurious, illustrated, and comprehensive studies: the first hundred examples of the 1909 Illustrierte Sittengeschichte vom Mittelalter bis zur Gegenwart (Illustrated Moral History from the Middle Ages to Modern Times), for example, were bound in leather, printed on the finest art paper, and hand-numbered. Ensuring their circulation within a specialized audience, the volumes were prohibitively expensive: at its time of publication, for instance, the leather-bound edition of Illustrierte Sittengeschichte was 50 marks per volume; by the time that the second edition of the three main volumes was published in 1920, the linen-covered version had risen to between 125 and 200 marks each.° While prices lowered after the inflationary postwar period, Fuchs's publications still remained outside the reach of the audiences for whom he had ideologically intended then. This fact was also noted years later by Grosz, whose work was included in the author's Geschichte der erotischen Kunst (History of Erotic Art). Of Fuchs, the artist wrote:
In his books, at least, he was all in favor of nudity, overt sexuality, Greek paganism, and the phallus cults of pre-Christian Rome-as stepping stones to freedom. The sad thing was that his books were not read as he intended them to be. . . . In any case, they were enormously successful, thanks particularly to the illustrations and the supplementary volumes which went into even greater detail and contained explicit drawings from all cultural periods in Western Europe, including certain contemporary photographs. The altered demographic of Fuchs's readers was also registered in the collections of various libraries in Germany: according to Ulrich Weitz, while the Illustrierte Sittengeschichte was not in the holdings of any workers' or labor unions' libraries, it was among the most requested and well-read books at the Reichstagbibliothek. In fact, the Reichstag copy was "so well-thumbed," reported Ernst Meunier in the Kolnische Zeitung, "that it must be rebound" (n. p. 14 Studies in 20th & 21st Century Literature, Vol. 22, Iss. 1 [1998] the mind of the reader, simulating an imagined physical experience of a distant locale. Through these intimate and hand-held objects, the subjectivity and aesthetic imagination so much a part of the reading and viewing experience of the early Sittengeschichte models has been augmented through physical, bodily engagement and sensorial intensification.
Even in volumes where photographs were used, readers experienced this escalation of physical experience and sensationalism of vision. Sittengeschichte authors typically connected photographic illustrations with the contemplative or the imaginative through their mental association as "art": often images were heavily stylized and allegorical, and at times were even printed on the same heavy paper and in the same colored inks as other fine art reproductions." At other times, authors encouraged readers to see more realistic, documentary images in an imaginative setting through sensationalized framing For example, another book from the Sittengeschichte der Kulturwelt series, one which focused on the history of vice, had a special supplementary volume which featured annotated photographs providing both scientific context and an extra layer of scopophilic interest to the images. To get this supplement, readers had to send a form found in the back of the main volume to the publisher. This act, while necessary during a time of concern over Schundund Schmutzliteratur (trash and junk literature) and the protection of minors, also enhanced the secretive, taboo aspect of the contents. Once received in the mail, the supplement confronted the reader/viewer with a variety of images of individuals and objects involved in traditional sexual vices (fetishism, masochism, or masturbation) outside the realms of propriety for the bourgeois male reader. While the circumstances of receipt and the images themselves implied the transgressive nature of the experience, the practice of viewing and experiencing the contents was augmented by their contextual frames. For example, the experience of a particular photograph became all the more intriguing for the visual investigation and mental consideration of the reader when he read the caption. It explained that the photograph came from a collection of confiscated obscene material, and that another copy could be found by the telephone of an anonymous, high-ranking German individual. Sight has thus become sensationalized through the private experience of that which is proscribed or restricted. In another example, Flucht aus der Ehe (The Flight from Marriage) of 1931, a caption tells the reader that the accompanying photograph of an embracing couple was taken by a private detective. The frame could inspire the viewer to become physically involved with the image and to take the place of the professional investigator. This position not only allowed him a safe place to observe the illicit embrace, but also affirmed his ability to discern inappropriate behavior. His ability to look, it was proposed, was as professional as that of the detective. At the same time, this interplay of captions and contents increased scopophilic appeal-it reinvented the reader/viewer as an erotic interloper, a voyeur.
A final example of this augmented, eroticized visual experience exists in the supplement for Alfred Kind and Curt Moreck's 1930 Gefilde der Lust (Fields of Pleasure): the book contains a supplement containing sixteen red-and-green overlay photographs ("plastisch-morphologische Bildtafeln") and a pair of three-dimensional glasses. Putting on the glasses, the reader/viewer enhanced not only his vision, but also his mental capacity by testing his ability to identify the different sizes and forms of female breasts and buttocks described in the book. Here, the Sittengeschichte's merging of the visual discrimination of scientific or medical facts and the aestheticized and sensationalized visual experience comes to the fore. The reader/viewer's encounter is amplified by the intercession
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Studies in 20th & 21st Century Literature, Vol. 22, Iss. 1 [1998] Sittengeschichten authors and publishers regularly noted for readers in introductory remarks the eminent doctors and scholars who collaborated on their publications, contributing texts and selecting illustrations. For the organizers and their readers, the involvement of experts assured the earnest nature and intended utilization of such publications. The pronounced assistance of proper authorities publicly assured the appropriateness of textual and il-lustrative investigation within bourgeois moral order. In addition to the repeated contributions of scholars, the publishers of Moreck's Kultur-and Sittengeschichte der neuesten Zeit even included a list of "radiant judgments from the world of specialists." Among the experts who offered opinions of the book was the retired Oberreichsanwalt (chief state attorney) Ebermayer who stated that " [t] he book thoroughly follows a scholarly purpose and treats the material in a scholarly manner according to leading principles which are to be imposed on a scholarly work" (2: n. p., my emphasis). While such announcements of academically earnest intent locate and affirm the books' place in an educational sphere and distinguish them from other "unserious, dilettantish, and speculative publications" (Bilder-Lexikon 1: n. p.), their heavily repeated nature also suggests a recognition of the danger involved in such imagery and the possibility of an inappropriately stimulating experience of it.
Following this concern, authors and publishers frequently delineated audience composition in prefatory remarks. They consistently reminded readers of the two groups for whom their books were intended: experts (doctors, lawyers, judges, and scholars) and lay people. Reaffirming bourgeois status, authors carefully maintained that this lay reader was not a member of the general public, but rather part of a group of well-educated and "well-defined persons seriously interested in moral-historical examination" (Lasters n. p.) and thus involved in educational and self-bettering pursuits. Accordingly, these individuals were able to acknowledge the scholarly worth in illustrations of sexual matters, appreciate their documentary and aesthetic value, and appropriately enjoy the educational experience of the texts. Many books, including Fuchs's Geschichte der erotischen Kunst, also included printed admonitions stating, for example, that the book "should only be sold to scholars, collectors, and libraries."33 These clear demonstrations further functioned to reaffirm to purchasers the exclusive and elevated nature of their pursuits. They acted as self-reflexive reminders of the realm in which such socially accepted activities took place.
Selectivity of readership was afforded not only by educational and gendered privilege, but also economic advantage. Only wealthy bibliophiles, professionals, or art lovers could afford Curt Moreck's three-volume publication, which, even covered in linen, was seventy-five marks." While not as expensive as fine art portfolios, the books were more expensive than much of the popular literature fi-
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Studies in 20th & 21st Century Literature, Vol. 22, Iss. 1 [1998] As a final attempt to limit the experience of these images, we might reconsider the numerous illustrations of sexual disease in these books. While superficially falling into the same category as body tattoos or port-city activities (categories of experience outside the appropriate realm of the German male bourgeois), images of diseaseridden flesh and pale, ghostly visages abruptly rupture the visual pleasure and subjective contemplation inherent in their reading experience." The graphic images function as literal warnings of physical disease. They also stand as psychological ones to the reader/ viewer, vividly picturing the danger of becoming too carried away by the experience and thus moving outside the appropriate, schol-
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Studies in 20th & 21st Century Literature, Vol. 22, Iss. 1 [1998] , Art. 6 https://newprairiepress.org/sttcl/vol22/iss1/6 DOI: 10.4148/2334-4415.1435 any bourgeois realm. In this way, the presence of these images acts like Barrias's Nature Unveiling Herself to Science, so commonly exhibited in nineteenth-century medical schools: they function as visual reminders of the benefits of intense visual investigation contained, and at the same time carefully protected, within the scholarly sphere.
Conclusion
Within the space of educational curiosity and investigative desire, visual images had the potential to clarify the unknown for bourgeois German readers in a powerfully physical way. Located within comprehensive, historical studies of scientific methodology, pictures lent to texts an immediately edifying and engaging presence. Illustrations possessed the power to invoke in reader/viewers both scholarly inquiry and scopophilic desire to see and learn more. In the service of moral-historical and sexual studies, visual images held an even greater power to harness vision in the "lustful passion for clarification." Authors and publishers consistently purified this perverse threat through reaffirmations of scientific worth and delimitations of public availability. The contentious nature of sexually explicit or evocative imagery was domesticated by its bourgeois association with Bildung and the aesthetic and cultural qualities readers believed were embodied in the images.
In a process that promised bourgeois audiences intellectual as well as personal and cultural betterment, the moral order of Bildung stood in direct confrontation to the divisive role played by the experience of sexual imagery. Efforts to prevent the possible danger embedded in the images focused on audience restriction-through the physical format of books (which required private experience) or price and gender limitations. While these barriers exhibit implicit ironies (as in the legal ruling that prohibited women from reading Fuchs's Sittengeschichten, despite the fact that in almost all cases the subject of the illustrations was female), one of the most hypocritical was that of education." Authors and publishers consistently affirmed the context in which these books were used and the trained and restrained eye needed for the process. But while invoking this shield of scientific and educational clarification, images participated in an eroticization of the educational sphere that could only be associated with visual and bodily pleasure.
Though written approximately thirty years before Hirschfeld's or Moreck's moral-historical publications, Frank Wedekind' s Friihlings Erwachen (Spring Awakening) of 1891 makes vividly clear the role of sexual imagery, its dangerous visual experience, and the hypocrisy it reveals about Bildung and bourgeois morality. Focusing on the process of Verburgerlichung for a group of children as they struggle within the bourgeois system, the play dramatizes the moral struggle toward self-betterment invoked in the process of Bildung when the children are faced with the sexual urges of puberty. This socialization process has parallels with the reader's experience of sexual imagery in the educational context of the Sittengeschichte. In Wedekind' s play, we watch as the children grapple with the controlled bourgeois world of morality and the mind, and the youthful sphere of sexual desire and the body. In this regard, the two moments in the play in which sexual imagery appears in the realm of Bildung are especially insightful for the present discussion.
Early in the play we are introduced to Melchior and Moritz, friends who confide in each other their growing sexual curiosity. Lamenting over the unwieldy desire to know, Moritz states that his urges prevent him from properly attending to the requirements of school and family; uncontrolled sexuality, in a sense, obstructs his entry into bourgeois order. After looking for acceptable answers within that order itself, he begs his friend for help:
Moritz. I've been through the encyclopedia from A to Z. Huge, ponderous volumes, solid with words. Masses and masses and masses of words. But not one plain description of what actually goes on. It's a weird feeling of-shame. What's the point of an encyclopedia that gives you the answers to everything-except the most basic question of life.
Melchior. You've seen two dogs in the street? (1.2) Disgusted by such a base example, Moritz implores his friend to write out the information as clearly as possible and to slip it into his books (thus moving the information back into the realm of bourgeois order and propriety). In that context, his "poor, weary eyes won't be able to avoid giving it a glance," especially with the "marginal illustrations" that he entrusts Melchior to provide. It is this information-and especially the illustrations-which brings ruinous consequences at the end of the play. Following Moritz's suicide, Melchior is brought before school authorities to answer for
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Studies in 20th & 21st Century Literature, Vol. 22, Iss. 1 [1998] , Art. 6 https://newprairiepress.org/sttcl/vol22/iss1/6 DOI: 10.4148/2334-4415.1435 the sexual diagrams. Not allowed to explain himself (and thus disrupt moral order again), Melchior is told the images are "obscene," and the cause of unrespectable, unrestrained, and immoral acts. The teacher Sonnenstich makes clear the divisive and dangerous position held by illustration in the text:
The document in question comprises a twenty-page discourse entitled "Sexual Reproduction." It is cast in the form of a philosophical dialogue, in the manner of Plato, and is embellished throughout with almost life-size drawings illustrating the most revolting obscenities, utterly shameless material that would satisfy, one imagines, the basest prurient appetites of the most degenerate, debauched, bestial pervert. . . . (3.1) When Melchior objects to the charges, having "written nothing but the simple straightforward facts, familiar to . . . every adult," Sonnenstich refuses to admit to such truths. He believes that by including such imagery and exposing the privately guarded, Melchior has shown "little respect for the dignity of . . . our educational system [and] . . . for those instincts of modesty and decorum that are rooted in the moral code of the world." Sexual knowledge in the hands of the uneducated and untrained, then, is a dangerous thing, and visual imagery encourages physical and moral degeneracy.
Melchior's greatest sin comes in the form of speaking the truth, and wishing to break its confinement in the regulated moral world of the adult.
While sexual imagery was relegated to the realm of the bourgeois adult and its presence justified by the appropriate manner in which it was experienced, the irony of its context is represented in another moment of the play: the masturbation scene of Rilow. Alone in a lavatory, the young boy engages in a private encounter with a secreted reproduction of Venus by Palma Vecchio. As he readies to dispose of the image, he recalls the "many beauties" that came before his Venus-all reproductions of fine art made by famous and well-respected artists. While another example of the untrained eye's perverse use of visual imagery, the scene also reveals the hypocrisy of bourgeois morality when we learn from Rilow the source of his beauties:
Then that Amor by Bougereau. Ada The sublimation of these images within the realm of Bildung (represented by the secret desk drawer and the stack of school notes) parallels the erotic level of experience in the Sittengeschichte that is protected by the shield of education and culture. Rilow's scene suggests that even within bourgeois moral order the trained and educated use of the erotic was tied to a personal and perverse visual experience.
Wedekind's critique of the ironic state of bourgeois moral order becomes apparent when we compare these two scenes. Even with associations of education or culture, sexual imagery was not to be shared unless it was among like-minded, educated, and appreciative people. Within this highly guarded sphere, its undeniable visual and physical power to engage willingly overrode educational motives. Wedekind's hope was to expose the hypocrisy of this bourgeois standard to audiences who protected this culture-the same that purchased erotic print portfolios or read Sittengeschichten. Protective of its secretive and powerful place in society, it is no wonder that the bourgeois order objected to the play and prevented its performance until fifteen years after it had been written.39 Rather than confront the hypocrisy of their moral order, bourgeois audiences preferred to ignore inequities and carefully preserve its lustful passion for clarification.
Notes
All translations are by the author unless otherwise noted. 
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23. As discussed in the previous section, sexual customs and rituals were always included to some extent in the early Sittengeschichten. The popularity of these studies in the 1920s, however, corresponded to the expanded scope on issues of sex and the erotic. The 1926 The -1931 included such associated topics as "Galante Zeit" (amorous times), "Geschlechtsleben (Abnormalen)" (sex life [abnormalities] ), "Hochzeit ([s -] Braucher (wedding [wedding practices]), "Laster" (vice) , and "Weib (Kind, Weiberherrschaft)" (woman [child, female domination]), as well as the more expected associations of "Kultur" (culture), "Feste u. Feiern" (festivals and celebrations), and "Studenten" (students) (DBV 16: 972 
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